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We use a sequence of discrete Steiner systems to, simultaneously, answer a 
question on the classification of infinite Jordan groups and generalize a remark of 
Cameron on the construction of Steiner systems with given symmetry properties. 
The question on classification is whether there is a concrete xample of a Jordan 
group which preserves a limit of Steiner systems. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cameron [ 1, Section 6] observes that we can freely construct infinite 
Steiner 2-systems with 2-transitive automorphism groups. He also wonders 
how far such free constructions can go. Here, we generalize his remark to 
a tower of Steiner 2-systems. More specifically, we use finite structures to 
build a tower of Steiner 2-systems where (a) the tower is semilinear in the 
sense that any pair of distinct Steiner systems with two elements in com- 
mon must have one contained in a single block of the other, and (b) its 
automorphism group is a 3-transitive not 3-primitive Jordan group 
preserving the semilinear order (and thus a limit) of the Steiner systems. 
We note also that the example preserves none of the following relations; 
orders on points, C-relation, D-relation, and a Steiner system (not limit of 
Steiner systems). The example consequently answers a question in [3] as 
well. 
We clarify some of the terms in the last paragraph. For the purposes of 
this paper, a Steiner system consists of a set £2 of points and subsets of f2 
called blocks where each block is countably infinite and every pair of 
points is contained in a unique block. The orders on points are either linear 
orders, or orders--called semilinear orders--that connect points on a 
"tree" except that here, the "tree" may be dense. In a natural way, the 
relation induced on maximal chains in the "tree" is called a C-relation here. 
And the relation induced on the leaves and root on the "tree" is called a 
D-relation. All the definitions on relations are natural ones. Although the 
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blocks in the Steiner system below are infinite, yet, we use finite structures 
to achieve the objective of the construction. 
Precise definitions of most terms we need are in section 2 below. Since 
our arguments are extensions of Cameron's remarks, we first elaborate 
those remarks in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in preparation to giving our 
construction. There is the construction of the structures and there is the 
construction of the automorphisms. But central to all our arguments is 
the constructing of the latter by merely tracing the steps of the construction 
of the former. The finite upper semilinear tower of Steiner systems in our 
construction, we define in section 2. 
2. RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS 
THEOREM 2.1. There is an infinite Jordan group (G, £2) such that 
(i) ( G, g2 ) is 3-transitive not 3-primitive; 
(ii) G preserves a limit of Steiner 2-systems on £2; 
(iii) G preserves no familiar relation on £2; that is, no linear or circular 
order, separation relation, C-relation, D-relation, or a non-trivial Steiner 
system (definitions are below); and 
(iv) G~ preserves a C-relation on (2\{~} where o:~£2. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. A partial order ~< on a non-empty set X is an upper- 
semilinear order if 
(i) every pair in 22 has an upper bound in 22, and 
(ii) the set of upper bounds of any element of 22 is linearly ordered. 
DEFINITION 2.2.2. A ternary relation K on a non-empty set £2 is a 
C-relation (or a chain relation) if the following conditions hold: 
(Cl) K(~; fl, 7) ~ K(~; V, fl) 
(C2) K(~; fl, 7) ~ ~K(fl; 7, ~)/x ~K(7; 7, fl) 
(C3) K(o¢; fl, 7)/x ~K(d; fl, 7) ~ K(o¢; d, 7) 
(C4) o:4=fl~(3j2)(,u:/:fl/x K(e;fl, p)) 
(C5) (V~, fl)(3t/)(K(q; ~, fl)). 
DEFINITION 2.2.3. A quaternary relation L on a non-empty set is called 
a D-relation if 
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(D1) 
(D2) 
(D3) 
(04) 
L(7, fl; ~, d) -~ L(fl, ~; y, d) A L(G fl; 6, y) A L(% d; o~, fi) 
L(o~, fl; ?, 6) -~ ~L(oc, 7; fl, g) 
L(7, fl; y, 6) ~ L(~, fl; 6, e) v L(y, 6; , ,  e) 
~, fl, 7 distinct ---, (36)(~ v~ 6 A L(o~, fl; ~, 6)). 
DEFINITION 2.2.4. Rigorous definition of a circular order is in Cameron 
[ 2]. Let p be a circular order on a non-empty set A. A group G of per- 
mutations of A preserves the separation relation associated with p on A if 
and only if every element of G either preserves or reverses the circular order 
p. That is 
(Vg e G) [ v (Vc~, fl, )~ e A)(p(~, fl, ~) p(c~g, ~/g, flg))J 
DEFINITION 2.2.5. A permutation group (G,/2) preserves a limit of 
Steiner 2-systems if there are a linearly ordered set I with no upper bound 
in I and a sequence ~ := { S~[ i e I} of Steiner 2-systems uch that 
(a) U Sic U Sj whenever i <j, 
(b) U {U S i l ie I}  =£2, and 
(c) for every geG, there exists i0e lwi th  S~gegVi>io.  
DEFINITION 2.2.6. Let S be a non-empty collection of non-empty sets. 
Call S a finite partial Steiner 2-system if 
(b) (Z ,z 'ea)~(Z=Z'v  Izc~L:'l~<l), and 
(c) IU sI <~.  
Call dements of S partial Steiner blocks of S. With S fixed and #, v as 
distinct elements of U S, denote by Z(kt, v) the partial Steiner block in S 
containing/z and v if it exists. 
DEFINITION 2.2.7. A finite upper semilinear tower of finite partial Steiner 
2-systems i  a collection o ~ := { Si I e I} where 
(a) each Si is a finite partial Steiner 2-system, 
(b) ~ is finite, and 
(c) I(U S,) m (U Sj)l > 1 ~ (((3A e S~)(A ~_ U Sj)) v ((3F e Sj) 
(r=_ U s,))). 
DEFINITION 2.2.8. An upper-semilinear tower of Steiner 2-systems in a 
collection ~ := { Si I i e I} where 
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(a) each S~ is a Steiner 2-system 
(b) (VS,-, S jeg) (qS~)(  U Sk---(U S~)w(U Sy)) 
and 2.Z7(c) holds. 
DEFINITION 2.2.9. If g is an upper-semilinear tower of Steiner 
2-systems, define on g 
Si > Sj if and only ( (J Si) = ((J Sj), 
(that is (U S~) ___ ((J Sj) and {) SiC U Sj). 
Then, ~> is an upper semilinear order as in (2.2.1). 
Remark 2.2.10. The transitivity properties of the end-product of our 
construction i  section 5, will make the semilinear order on it unbounded 
above, and thus a true "tower". 
DEFINITION 2.2.11. The definition of ~> in 2.2.9 is easily extendable to 
finite upper-semilinear towers of finite partial Steiner 2-systems. 
Notation 2.2.12. For a partial map 0 on g, the notation O:A-+B 
simply means that A c~ Domain (0) is mapped into B by 0. It does not 
mean the Domain(0) contains A. 
DEFINITION 2.2.13. A partial tower isomorphism 0 is a partial one-to- 
one map which maps each finite partial Steiner 2-system (when in 
Domain(0)) to another such system. A (total) tower isomorphism has a 
similar definition on an upper-semilinear tower of Steiner 2-systems. 
3. REMARKS ON SINGLE STEINER SYSTEM 
LEMMA 3.1 (Cameron [1]). Let Z 1 and 272 be countably infinite sets 
with 1271 c~ 2721 = 1. There is a Steiner 2-system freely generated by 271 and 
Z 2 with 271,272 as Steiner blocks. 
Proof (Cameron [1]). Call 271 and Z2 blocks and put S := {271,272}. 
For any two points in U S not already in a block of S, adjoin a new block 
to S consisting of the two points. Then adjoin to each new block new 
elements to make it countably infinite. Repeat hese steps countably infinite 
times. The end-product is a Steiner 2-system. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Call the Steiner 2-system in Lemma3.1 the Steiner 
2-system freely generated by N1 and Z2 and denote it by S(27~, 272). 
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In the same manner as above, if 1273I ~2, and IS3 ~ (~) S(Z 1, 22"2))1 ~ 1, 
we can also construct he Steiner 2-system freely generated by S 1, Z 2, X 3 
and call it S(X1, X2, Z3). In general if IZ~[ ~>2 and IZ~c~(O S(Z1, Z2, ..., 
Z/_l))[ ~<1, we can similarly construct S(Z1,Z2 ..... 27~) and ultimately 
S(Z1,2:2, ...). 
LEMMA 3.2 (Cameron [ 1 ] ). Let Z 1 and 272 be as in Lemma 3.1. There is 
a Steiner 2-~ystem freely generated by 271 and Z2 and having automorphisms 
which send any ordered triple not in a single block to any other such triple. 
Proof First obtain S(Z1, Z2) as in Lemma 3.1. Note that given/"1,/"2 
having same properties as Z1,Z2, then there is a Steiner-system 
isomorphism between S(/"1, F2) and S(Z1, Z2). The reason is because the 
constructions of S(F~, F2) and S(Z~, 22) are essentially the same, and so 
we merely follow the construction procedure of the systems tage by stage 
to define the isomorphism. Note also this important contrast o later proce- 
dure: that when we follow the construction to the stage of adjoining new 
elements to each new block, the isomorphism is free to be any bijection from 
the set of new elements in that block to the corresponding set in the other 
Steiner system. 
With the foregoing remarks, pick Z'I,Z'2 in S(Z1,272) with 
[Z'1c~27'21 =1. Now construct an isomorphism 0 from S(27'1,Z'2) to 
S(Z1, X2). Since 27'1,27'2 E S(271, 272), then S(27'~, Z'2) c_ S(Z~, Z2). Suppose 
S(Z'I, Z'2) c S(Z1,272). Then pick a new block A' E S(XI, Za)\S(X'I, Z'2) 
and extend 0 into an isomorphism from S(S'~, Z'2; A') to S(Z1, X2, A) 
where A is a new block adjoined to S(271, Z2) with IA c~ (L) S( Z1, 272) 1 = 
IA'c~ ({.)S(Z'I, Z~))I. Again, in this extension, simply follow the enlarge- 
ment procedure of S(27'1, 27'2) into S(Z'~, Z'2, A'). Repeat his extension pro- 
cedure of 0 until domain of 0 is S(ZI, Z2). By then, the range of 0 (~7 say) 
is larger than S( 271, 272), its present domain, just as S(271, Z2) was larger 
than S(X'I, Z'2) before the extension of 0. As a second stage of the extension 
of 0, repeat the procedure of the first extension until domain of 0 is ~ .  
Repeat the procedure countably infinite times. The end-result is a Steiner 
2-system S 1 with an automorphism 0 which maps (Z'I, 27'2) to (Z1, Z2). 
We now perform the same construction for an isomorphism apping 
(/"l,/'2) to (Z1, Z2) for each/"1,/"2 in $1 satisfying I/"1 ~/"21 = 1 each time 
extending the earlier automorphisms by following the enlargement proce- 
dure of $1. Let the resulting Steiner system be $2. Similar to the enlarge- 
ment of $I to Sz, we now enlarge $2 to obtain $3, and so on. We denote 
by S~ the union of all the S i. Then for any /"~, F2 in So with 
IF1 c~ F21 = 1, there is an automorphism of So taking (/"1, F2) to (Z1, Z2). 
Finally, it is easy to see the following modification of the construction 
above. We can construct in the manner above a Steiner 2-system ~ such 
582a/72/2-6 
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that (a) if Z1, ~V" 2 are  as above with o'3 ~ i  c~ 222, O"1 (~ ~1\~'2, 0"2 ~ ~V'2\$1 
with all in ~ and (b) if (71,72, 73) is an ordered triple in U S with F1, F2 
as the blocks in S containing 71, 73, and 72, 73 respectively, then there is an 
automorphism ofS mapping (71, 72, 73) to (0-1, o-2, o-3). Q.E.D. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF TOWER OF STEINER SYSTEMS 
Remarks. To construct an upper-semilinear tower of Steiner 2-systems 
with a 3-transitive automorphism group has several complications. For 
then, more than one Steiner system is involved and the images of Steiner 
systems must be Steiner systems. That restricts very much the freedom of 
construction available in the proof of Lemma 3.2 above (see the italicized 
statement in that proof). And the mapping of the elements in a block of a 
Steiner system S~ affects the mapping of all the Steiner systems Sj above S~. 
For in the construction of Sj, each element of a block in S~ when paired 
with other elements form new blocks of Sj and so when an element of S~ 
is moved, so will the corresponding formed blocks. 
One way to achieve our end is to deal each time only with a finite 
number of elements, and thus with a finite upper semilinear tower of finite 
partial Steiner 2-systems. We then build up our isomorphisms from the 
minimal Steiner systems up to the larger ones in the tower. 
We shall describe the maps fully enough to enable us to show that the 
resulting roup satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 2.1. 
Step 4.0.1. Define Z" I := {0¢, fi,, 71}, 222 := {0¢, f12, 72} with 0¢,/71, f12, 71, 
and 72 distinct. Define So := {221,222}, d~ := {So}, and £2 := U So. 
Step 4.0.2. Define a partial tower isomorphism h by 7h=0~, fllh=fll 
and fl2h = 71. In the end, h will move Steiner system So to a lower one 
contained in S 1 in the semilinear order. 
Step 4.1. For each pair of distinct points 0-1, 02 in U So which is not in 
a block of So, adjoin a new Steiner block ~(0-1,0-2) to So which contains 
0-1 and 0-2 only. 
Step 4.2. Let Z'i, Z'j, Z'~, 22~ be blocks in So satisfying 
22i ~ Zj, S; ~S; ,  127~ n S]] = [Z; nZ j l=  1 
with /l ~ 27 i c~ Zj, v, ~ Ni\Xj, v2 e Z)\Z'i 
/~' E s ;  c~ s~, v'~ s z ;  \ s} ,  v'2 e s~ \z ; .  
(4.2.1.) 
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For each choice of Z~, Zs, Z~, Z), vl, v2, v'l, v~ satisfying (4.2.1), perform 
the following operation. (Details of how to perform the operation are in 
section 4.9 below.) 
Case I. If there is a partial tower isomorphism x on g satisfying 
(4.2.2.) 
(zi, 
X ! ! (v~, v~, ~) -~  (v~, v2, ~') 
then extend x to a tower isomorphism still satisfying (4.2.2) and 
P(x): Domain(x) c~ Range(x) _~ t2 
Case II. If there is no such isomorphism satisfying (4.2.2), then define 
it with P(x) holding. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, adjoin all new elements occurring in the 
operation to t?. Similarly, adjoin to d ° all the new images of Steiner systems 
thereby making the images also Steiner systems in & Adjoin new blocks to 
their corresponding Steiner systems. 
Step 4.3. Let Zi, Zj, Zk ~ So satisfying 
2ic~Xj= Zic~Zk ~ ~,  Zi~ ZjC Xk C Z ~. (4.3.1) 
By definition of a Steiner 2-system, Z'~ c~ Z'j and Z'~ c~ L'~ contain precisely 
one element. 
For each Z~, Z's, Z k in So satisfying (4.3.1), follow cases as in Step 2 to 
define or extend a partial tower isomorphism w satisfying P(w) and 
(2i, Xj) -~  (&, &)  
(4.3.2) 
(aw = a) Vcr ~ Zi 
(Map w is like map x above except hat it fixes pointwise Zi.) 
Step 4.4. Extend the map h such that P(h) holds and h is a partial 
tower isomorphism. 
Step 4.5. For each pair of Steiner systems S', S" in g satisfying 
So<S' <S" (4.5.1) 
define or extend a partial tower isomorphism y on g satisfying P(y) and 
(4.5.2) 
X' ~ Z"  E S" for each Z'  ~ S' 
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(Map y, in the end, will shift Steiner systems up the semilinear ordering 
fixing pointwise U So.) 
Step 4.6. For each pair of Steiner systems ~, ~ in g satisfying 
So>~>~ with 7, f l lE~ ~ 
(4.6.1) 
(the same e, fll as in step (4.0.1)) 
define or extend a partial tower isomorphism z on g satisfying P(z) and 
o~z = o~, fl~ z = fll, Soz= So, Sz = S. (4.6.2) 
(Map z is like y except hat it shifts Steiner systems down in the end.) 
Step 4.7. For every triple of distinct blocks Z~, Z2, 273 of So with each 
containing 0~, and for each choice alffZ~l\{0~}, a2ff272\{0~}, a3e~Y'3\{o~} 
define or extend a partial tower isomorphism v on g satisfying P(v) and 
GV ~ 0{, O'lV ~ O'1~ O'2V ~ O'2~ 
(4.7.1) 
Generalize the construction as follows. For any finite-number m, let 
Z1, Z2, ..., Zm be blocks of So containing ~ where Zm is the last to appear 
in some construction of So, and let a;eZ;\{0~}, j=  1, 2 .... , m. For each 
choice as in the last sentence, define or extend a partial tower isomorphism 
v on ~ satisfying P(v), fixing 0c, a I ..... o-m_ 1 but moving am to another 
point in Z m. (These partial maps v eventually build up to maps in G which 
show that G possesses no invariant Steiner system.) 
4.8. The Group (G, 1-2, ~) After each sequence of steps (4.1) (4.7) repeat 
the sequence and do so countably infinite times. Let the end result be/2, ~, 
Steiner systems S; and blocks Z. Define G to be the group generated by all 
the maps h, x, y, z, w, v. Clearly, 6 ~ is an upper semilinear tower of Steiner 
2-systems and G maps Steiner systems to Steiner systems thereby 
preserving the upper semilinear order. We shall conclude the proof of the 
theorem after describing the details of the construction in steps 4.2-4.7 
above. 
4.9. Details of Extensions: Case II of Step 4.2. Let us assume there is 
no x satisfying (4.2.2) for some ~i ,  S j ,  ~ ,  ~ j ,  ]21, Y2, Y], ]/2 satisfying 
(4.2.1). 
For convenience of construction, adjoin new Steiner systems to ~ such 
that for each element a in Zi, there is a Steiner system in g contained in 
Zi, which contains vl,/~ and a. Also adjoin a Steiner system Sm contained 
in Zi which contains /z and vl and which is minimal in the sense of 
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containing no other Steiner systems. Before mapping points to points, first 
identify which Steiner systems in d o containing/~ and Vl map to which of 
the Steiner systems containing/~' and V'l. Do this in a manner to preserve 
the semilinear order on the systems, creating new Steiner systems in the 
range if desired. Of course, we would map So to So. 
Now in Xi, consider the minimal partial Steiner system Sm containing/z 
and vl. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, define the mapping x on the points 
of the block 271 m~ of Sm containing/z and Vl mapping it to the block in the 
previously designated image of Sm which contains /z' and v'~. Choose 
another block X~ "~ in S,~ containing ¢t and extend the action of x to Sm in 
the manner of the proof of Lemma 3.2 with X~ m~ , Z} ~") here taking the roles 
of Zi, Xj there. This definition is not more complicated than the one in the 
proof of Lemma 3.2 since by our steps in the last paragraph, there are no 
Steiner systems properly contained in Sin. 
Move to the next Steiner system S,,+1 higher than Sin- Choose a block 
F of Sm + 1 containing ~ but different from the block of Sm+ ~ containing/~ 
and Vl. Adjoin one such block if need be. Define, setwise, the image of F 
without defining pointwise the image of each point of F. 
t So I 
I Sm+l 
Case 1. F and all other blocks of Sm+ ~ contain no Steiner systems. 
In this case, carry out the pointwise mapping for Sm +1 as for Sin, and 
move to the next Steiner system Sm +2 higher than S,,+1. 
Case 2. One of the other blocks of Sm+ 1 contains a Steiner system. 
Then, until you meet the first such block ~c that contains a Steiner 
system, carry out the pointwise mapping as for Sin. Now, if 0-1 and 0- 2 are 
the two distinct elements in x that formed K from the earlier blocks in the 
construction, then treat tc as Si has been treated so far with the new 
(0-1, 0"2) taking the roles of (p, vl). (See the figure). 
If we continue with this procedure, we shall ultimately meet a situation 
similar to case 1 since the number of points is finite in the whole partial 
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tower. For the same "finiteness" reason, there will be subsequent steps of 
case 1 until the action of x is extended to Sm + 1, to Ni, to Sj where (p, v2) 
take the roles of (/~, Vl) in Z" i, and finally to the whole of g. 
Case I of Step 4.2. It is easy to see that in case I of Step 4.2, we can 
carry out an extension of x to satisfy (4.2.2) using a slight adjustment in 
our reasoning above. In places above where we choose any block N~m~ in 
Sin, we may have to skip those steps and go directly into extensions of 
setwise actions of x on the blocks at the relevant Steiner system. 
Steps 4.3 to 4.7. If we put the domain and co-domain side by side, it is 
clear that similar arguments to the ones for Step 4.2 above will achieve the 
extensions in Steps 4.3 to 4.7. 
5. CONCLUSION OF PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
The definition of the group (G, g2, ~) is in Section 4.8. 
5.1. The group G is transitive on the set of all Steiner 2-systems in g. 
Proof Using map h in (4.0.2), and maps of form y and z in (4.5) 
and (4.6), we deduce that G is transitive on the set of Steiner 2-systems 
containing 0~ and /?1 (e and /71 as in 4.0.1). But each Steiner system 
contained in [.)So is the image under some x (in 4.2) of some Steiner 
system contained in U So and containing e and/71. Thus, we deduce that 
G is transitive on the set of all Steiner systems. 
5.2. DEFINITION OF THE STEINER 2-SYSTEM, S((~I, (~2, •3), GENERATED BY 
~1, ~2, AND ~3" The adjoinment in the second paragraph of Case II of 
Step 4.2 in section 4 shows that every triple ill, ~2, fi3 of distinct points in 
(] So is in some Steiner system S,  where no single block of the system S. 
contains all the three points. With (5.1) above, the same is true for f2 in 
place of (J So. By the definition of upper-semilinear o der in section 2, 
there will be only one such Steiner system for a given triple oil, 62, 63- This 
system, we call S(~I, ~2, ~3). 
5.3. DEFINITION OF THE C-RELATION Coo ON ~"2\{C0}. Let ~o~g?. Using 
the notation in (5.2), define 
Co~(~; r, fi) if and only if S(co, G r)>S(~o, r, fi). 
With the definition of > in (2.2.9), it is clear that Cos is a C-relation on 
£2\{co} invariant under Go~. 
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5.4. The set ~2\(U So) is a Jordan set. 
To see this, first note that if S(0c,/71, P) > So and S(~, ill, P') > So with 
~,f l lEU So as in (4.0.1), then we can move S(o:,flm,p) to S(e, f l l ,p')  by 
using elements of type y in (4.5) where (o~,flm)y=(oc, fim). And since 
So u = S(c~,/~m, P') for some map u e G by (5.1), then by use of a map of the 
form y(u *wu), with w as in (4.3) we can move p to p' while keeping U So 
pointwise fixed. Thus, ~?\(U So) is a Jordan set in (G, f2). The same is true 
of g2\(U Si) for any Steiner system S, by (5.1). 
5.5. The group ( G, (2) is 3-transitive not 3-primitive. 
Given a pair of triples (31, ~2, 6s), (~'1,3~, 3'3) each with distinct com- 
ponents, then by (5.2) and (5.1), we can move S(3m, 32, ~3) to S(c~'m, 3~, 3'3). 
From this and the use of maps of the form u-lxu, where Sou= 
S(3'~, 3'2, 3'3) and x is as in (4.2), we deduce that we can map (31, 32, 33) 
to (3' 1, 3~, 3'3). Thus (G, f2) is 3-transitive. Since G~ preserves the chain 
relation C~ in (5.3), then G~p will have U S(0~, fl, 7)\Z(0~,/?) as a block of 
imprimitivity where here £7(0~, fl) e S(0~,/~, 7). Thus, G is not 3-primitive. 
5.6. The group G preserves a limit of Steiner 2-systems. 
Consider definition (2.2.5) in section 2. By noting that G preserves the 
semilinear order on the set of all Steiner systems containing 0~ and/71 (c~ 
and/71 as in (4.0.1)), we deduce easily that G preserves a limit of Steiner 
2-systems on ~. 
5.7. No Invariant Orders. Let So<SI<Sz<- . .  with 6 i~(uS i ) \  
( U Si- i )  i ~- 1, 2 ..... Let o-, a' ~ U So with o- # a'. There is a map of form x 
(step 4.2) which interchanges a and a'. Since f2\( U So) is a Jordan set by 
(5.4), there is a map ul in G, fixing pointwise U So and with ~XUm =~', 
a'xul = a and 3 m XU 1 = 31  . Similarly, since f2k(U $1) is a Jordan set, there 
is a map u2 fixing pointwise U Sm such that axu~u2=a', cr'xumu2=a, 
31 xul u2 = 61, 32xul u2 = 32. So, in general, for any given m, there is a map 
gm~G interchanging o- and o-' and fixing each of 31,32 ..... Ore. The 
existence of gm in G for any m shows that G cannot preserve on f2 a linear 
order, a circular order or a separation relation. 
5.8. No invariant D-relation. First, we remark that if ~,/?~ and f12 are as 
in step 4.0.1, and if C~(3;/71, f12), then 
~D(0c, ill; f12, 3) and ~D(0~, 6; f12, ill) (5.8.1) 
for any G-invariant D-relation, if it exists. 
For suppose otherwise and that C~(3; tim, f12) and D(0q fll;fl2, 6) both 
hold for some G-invariant D-relation. Then, there is a map of the form 
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xu, x as in 4.2 and u as in 5.4, such that u fixes pointwise U So, o~xu = f12, 
fl2xu = o:, 11 xu = i l ,  and 6xu = 6. Applied to condition D(~, ill; i2, 6), this 
means D(fl2, i l l ;  0~, 6). But the two conditions form a contradiction to 
axiom (D2) of D-relations in 2.2.3. So -~D(0~, ill; f12, 6) if C~(6; ill, f12) 
holds. The same maps and the same arguments how that ~D(~, 6; f12, ill) 
also if C~(6; ill, f12). Thus (5.8.1) holds. 
Remark (5.8.1) easily generalizes to the fact that if C~(Vl; v2, v3) where 
Vl, I] 2 and 123 are distinct in f2\{e}, then ~D(o~,v2;v3, Vl) and 
~D(0~, vl; v3, v2). For the proof of the generalization, replace in the proof 
above So by S(~, v2, v3), the Steiner system generated by 0~, v2 and v3 
defined in section (5.2), and replace maps x and u by the obvious 
corresponding maps. 
Now suppose G preserves a non-trivial D-relation on £2. Then by 
3-transitivity of G, D(e, 11; f12, 4) for c~, fll and 12 as in step 4.0.1 and some 
in t'2 distinct from 0~, fll and f12- By the remark of the last paragraph, 
~C~(~;ll,f l2), and consequently ~e U So. But again by the remark of 
the last paragraph, if v is any element in sc2\U So, then ~D(e, ill; f12, v) 
and ~D(e, v; f12, 4). Therefore, we end up having D(e, 11; f12, 4) and 
~D(0~,fll;i2, v) and ~D(0~, v;fl2, 4). This with (D1) contradicts (D3). 
Hence no G-invariant D-relation exists on f2. 
5.9. No Invariant Steiner Systems. Suppose G preserves on £2 a non- 
trivial Steiner 3-system. Let Z" be the block containing the points ~, ill, f12 
in Step 4.0.1. If 27\(U So)v a ~,  then as I2\(U So) is a Jordan set, it means 
27___ I2\(U So). Then, by translation downward, Z'= f2, which means the 
Steiner 3-system is trivial. 
This contradiction shows that Z'\(U So)=~.  Generalizing in the 
manner of section 5.8, we deduce that if A is a block of the supposed 
G-invariant Steiner system and if A contains distinct elements ¢tl, ~/2 and 
#3, then ~C~(Itl;#2, #3). 
Again let 2" be the block of the non-trivial invariant Steiner 3-system 
containing 0c, fil and 12 and let 6~Z'\{~,f11,12 }. Then, by the last 
paragraph 6 ~ (U So) and ~C~(fl~; f12, 6)/x ~C~(fl2; fl~, 6). By step (4.7), 
there is a map o in G satisfying 0m=0~, f l l v=f l l ,  f120=f12, 60¢6 and 
C~(fla; 6, 6v). Since v fixes pointwise e, fll and 12 then Z'v =27. Hence 
6v, 6, fl~ ~ even though C~(fll; & 6o)--a contradiction to the last 
paragraph. 
Hence, we conclude that G preserves no Steiner 3-system on 12. In a 
similar way, we can show the absence of G invariant Steiner k-system for 
any k ~> 4 by using the generalized maps at the close of section (4.7). 
Q.E.D. 
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